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[housing]
It is the logic and the scale of  domestic space that rules the construction of  the residential area inside the campus, in
contrast the large scale that designs the core and the sports park spaces. This set of  neighbourhoods is mainly built by
the sequence of  Residence Halls, which functions as a filter between the interior and the exterior of  the campus in this
western front. More densely occupied in the extremes North and South, the neighbourhood located next to the
commons is built with smaller units and larger outdoor spaces, which contrast with the big scale and character of  the
Core. The Faculty residences, isolated blocks of  a smaller dimension, are the minimum unit that builds this territory. Its
position  on the western extreme of  the ground, close to the limit of  the campus, meets the scale affinity with the close
enveloping limit, but its condition of  small isolated pavilion allows to consider the position of  a part of  these houses in
other areas of  the campus, where they may make sense, mainly near the sports fields.
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